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Alan Home, General Director
International
connectivity
of the
Telecommunications issues are very important as is an
Regulatory Authority in Bahrain, awareness of liberalisation - that
tells Intermedia about his regu- there is choice for the consumer
latory life in a micro-state which and ensuring that new entrants
has major commercial ambitions have a fair chance of competing
in the Middle East.
against the incumbent operator.
IM: How does TRA administer
IM: Has the regulatory process
regulation in Bahrain?
been
successful?
AH: The regulatory structure in
Bahrain is relatively new, with AH: Without question, consboth TRA and telecom regula- umers now have a multiple
tion in place since the early part choice of operators, revenue
from the sector has doubled,
of this decade.
has
increased
My main responsibility as employment
General Director is to be gate- within the licensee community
keeperof whatthe lawsays, which by about 37%.
essentially is about protecting
We have also seen related
the consumer, ensuring fair increases in GDP and busicompetition and ensuring that ness investment, as well as the
the people applying for licences customers enjoying broadband
have the ability to deliver their and mobile communications.
services in a sustainable way.
International call rates to many
In fact, TRA has a very
destinations
(and
domestic
specific work programme with
broadband tariffs) plummeting
9 key measures. After interand traffic increasing.
viewing stakeholders including
In terms of consumers, our
operators, consumers and busimessage
is: "we're here to help,
nesses, we published a Strategic
we're
here
to protect, we're
Review which identified these
here
to
regulate,
make sure you
9 key measures. The measures
understand
the
small
print, and
included the issuing of the 3rd
mobile
licence,
introducing make sure you understand you
number portability require- have a choice and therefore
ments, and a review of the tariff make an informed decision.
regime.
We recognise the market has
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become more complex so you
may need help".
To this end, we are actively
using
campaigns to
raise
consumer awareness in the
belief that we can enable the
consumer to become a more
intelligent buyer. TRA itself is
funded by licensees and it is
important to ensure the funding
to reflect the services provided
and that we are effective in our
delivery.
TRA
convenes
regular
industry workshops at intervals of six months to encourage
dialogue. We also have a formal
supervisory board system which
is responsible for dealing with
any complaints.
IM: What have been the main
challenges in developing these
frameworks?
AH: Getting the right resources
in TRA itself is key, because
unless we've got the right people
we can't propertly perform
our duties. I have focussed on
building the team, the right
numbers, the right attitudes,
with the right skills base.
We are the smallest regulator
in the region but the role of the
regulator is the same regardless of the size of the country,
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because creating the regulations and
developing the instruments is the
same as anywhere else.
The workload is balanced by
using outside consultants in particular specialized areas, but our policy
is, rather than merely delivering
reports, our consultants must deliver
the operational tools. TRA staff are
very much involved in management
and final ownership.
IM: Are you anticipating new major
challenges?
AH: Part of the governmental recognition in Bahrain from the top down
is that just like the highways, competitive broadband communications is
the engine of economic growth.
So the major challenge is to ensure
that all these new property developments and new islands have optical
fibre. Where incumbents are saying
"we want a regulatory holiday" we
are saying "no, it is a competitive
environment and private sector has
to invest". Consequently, we have
looked at new ways of encouraging
investment and getting developers
to put in ducting at the same time
as the roads and the sewerage and
water so that may potentially take
some 60% of the investment cost
out of the broadband equation.
Some developers have gone further
and given a carrier neutral network
so that anyone can connect to any
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IM: Are capital availability and the
financial crisis impacting network
development?
AH: Because obtaining capital has
become more difficult it is a challenging time but the same amount of
money is still available in the world.
Investors have money and they need
to find ways of getting a return on
that money. Where there is a growth
in demand for telecommunications,
and growth in employment, then
there is a need for investment in
infrastructure.
So, I think there will be funds
to invest in cable, fibre, and
infrastructure.
IM: What about operational issues?
AH: Generally, there is never enough
in terms of training facilities and
networking anywhere in emerging
and growing markets.
In many countries the incumbent
has been the training ground and
when the market liberalises, there
is usually a cost cutting pressure on
those incumbents and training levels
are frequently reduced.
TRA supports a regulatory master
class in ICT regulation and one of our
Board members deals with this. We
are also looking to the ITU to support
a regional Institute to deal with ICT
regulation.
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Content is another question, too.
The usual developmental issue is:
"Content and broadband - what
comes first? It's a chicken and egg
situation." And it's quite interesting
because broadband will drive the
demand for new applications and
content and content will drive
demand for broadband. Therefore,
what does drive demand? In my
view, it's all about trying to close the
gap between the "physical", when
people are remote from each other.
IM: Should TRA be a converged
regulator?
AH: I think that is inevitable given
that technology is now converged
on data, voice, and the internet it
will lead to convergence in what the
regulator does.
There are various other issues,
for example, we do need to see
rules on the protection of minors
and so on but I think it should be
about education of the consumer
and giving the consumer tools to
make choices, but where, in certain
countries, the authorities need to
get involved then there needs to be
some sort of content board to classify programmes for example. TRA
should be a member of such a Board
to ensure the tools are in place that
allow the consumers to make those
choices.
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